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Open Stacks
**PS1** Periodicals

**PS25** Theory and principles of the study of American literature

**PS27** History of American literary history

**PS29** Biography of historians of American literature (A-Z)

**PS55** Criticism

**PS78** By period: 20th century: Treatises. Theory. History

**PS88** History of American literature

**PS88** By language: English: Recent: Treatises

**PS121** Collected essays and studies of individual authors


**PS147** Special classes of authors

**PS153** Other classes of authors (A-Z)

**PS159** Relation to other literatures and countries

**PS169** By period

**PS185** Poetry

**PS201** Drama

**PS221** Prose

**PS221** General works

**PS228** Special topics (A-Z)

**PS243** Special regions and states

**PS261** South: General works

**PS301** Special forms

**PS301** Poetry

**PS310** Special topics (A-Z)

**PS312** By period

**PS332** Drama

**PS362** Prose

**PS366** Special topics (A-Z)

**PS371** Prose fiction

**PS371** General works

**PS374** Special forms and topics (A-Z)

**PS375** By period

**PS379** 20th century

**PS504** Collections of American literature

**PS508** Special classes of authors (A-Z)

**PS509** Special topics (Prose and verse, A-Z)

**PS530** By period

**PS583** Poetry

**PS625** Drama

**PS645** Prose (General)

**PS704** Individual authors

**PS704** Colonial period (17th and 18th centuries)

---

**PS1004** 19th century

**PS1302** Clemens, S. L. (Mark Twain)

**PS1331** Biography: Autobiographical works

**PS1541** Dickinson, E.

**PS1602** Emerson, R. W.

**PS1631** Biography: Autobiographical works

**PS1881** Hawthorne, N.

**PS1888** Biography: Autobiographical works

**PS2112** Criticism and interpretation: General works

**PS2116** James, H.


**PS2124** Criticism

**PS2127** Special

**PS2382** Melville, H.

**PS2384** Special works (By title)

**PS2386** Biography

**PS2387** Criticism

**PS2473** Norris, F.

**PS2600** Poe, E. A.

**PS2631** Biography: Autobiographical works

**PS3048** Thoreau, H. D.

**PS3053** Biography. Criticism

**PS3201** Whitman, W.

**PS3231** Biography: Autobiographical works

**PS3238** Criticism and interpretation

**PS3500** 1900-1960 Author specified by second letter of name

**PS3509** E (First letter of author)

**PS3509.143** Eliot, T. S.

**PS3511** F (First letter of author)

**PS3511.1486** Faulkner, W.

**PS3515** H (First letter of author)

**PS3515.37** Hemingway, E.

**PS3531** P (First letter of author)

**PS3531.82** Pound, E.

**PS3537** S (First letter of author)

**PS3537.4753** Stevens, W.

**PS3551** 1961-2000 Author specified by second letter of name

**PS3551** A (First letter of author)

**PS3551.26** Albee, E.

**PS3571** P (First letter of author)

**PS3571.4** Updike, J.

---

For more information visit our website ru.nl/library and click on the Need help? button or ask for help at the service desk.